
In the name of God, The Gracious, Ever Merciful !  
  
My dear brothers and sisters, 
  
Assalam-O-Alaikum! 
  
About eight months ago Allah Kareem made me thirsty of Hazrat Maseh-e-Maoud's (a.s.) 
books.  
Allah Ta'ala created many many conflicting points in my mind so that I can start reading. I 
admit that during this time I also read some of his Suhaba's books but even then I, most of the 
time, try to limit myself upto Hazoor's (a.s.) references inside the inverted commas. One thing 
my master, my lord, firmly put in my mind that no matter what I will find answers of all these 
conflicting points in Hazoor's books and I do not need to go anywhere else. The only this 
above point was absolutely sure to me that all answers will be found in his (a.s.) writings. 
Now I know why Allah was turning my attention to Hazoor's books. And the reason was as 
follow: 
   
I am telling you to start praying for the acceptance of this Khalifa Tullah as promised and told 
by Anhazoor(p.b.h.) and Hazrat Maseh-e-Maoud(a.s.) in this age. Hazoor (a.s.) mentioned 
more than 30 times in his books and speeches that after me until the day of Judgment in every 
century there will be Mujadid , who will come from Allah and selected by Allah not by any 
elections and you have to accept them as they are representation of Allah like prophets in 
Bani Israel these are people who will do Tajdid-e-Din like previous Mujadideen and Hazrat 
Maseh-e-Maoud did. We have no choice but to accept these people come once every 100 
years.  
  
Hazrat Abdul Ghaffar sahib is nothing more but Zaki Ghulam and Musleh Maud of Hazrat 
Mirza Sahib (a.s.) and Hazur(a.s.) was Zilli Nabi, Mehdi Maoud and was also Mujadid of 
14th century as promised by Anhazoor(p.b.h.). He was also khatamul Mujadideen means all 
future mujadideen (in every century until Qayyamat) will come from his pure Jama'at. Pure 
Jama'at is the one that will continue accepting all future Mujadideen as Khalifatullah 
appointed by Allah himself like previous Prophets and Mujadideen in Islam. 
  
He is not an ordinary man. He says "wallah" Allah Ta'ala, Anhazoor(p.b.h.), Maseh-e-
Maud(a.s.) and many other spiritual people have met him and spoke to him many many times. 
His writings are wonderful and full of wisdom. Many people have seen dreams about him. 
  
Please go to this website and read, contact and ask questions. My dear brothers and sisters, I 
am your older brother and have lived with you many years and you know I never gave you 
any bad advice. why this time I will do that to you. I have pain in myself now because he 
came in our lifetime and we have no choice but to do our research with all due diligence and 
then accept him.  
  
May Allah help us to understand the truth! now it is your duty to pray and do research and 
then Allah will guide you towards him and it will be your duty to guide your friends 
and spouses as well. 
  
Please go on this website and read mazameen, watch his videos, etc., etc. 
  
http://www.alghulam.com/  
  
I am thinking you might make fun of your older brother (khaksaar) but for sure at the day of 
judgement you will thank me due to this introduction. I also want to say that all my 
relatives even you all leave me for ever and do not come even on my Namaz-e-janaza, even 
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that will not stop me from saying and believing that in every century Allah will appoint his 
Mujadid (Khalifatullah) as previous mujadideen. Because Hazrat Maseh-e-Moud's 
instructions and sayings are nothing but Tafseer-e-Quran and are final. If he says something 
will happen, nobody can ever stop it. He was Allah's representative on this earth. His sayings 
were Allah's sayings.  
  
May Allah help us all to understand all these points. Aamin! 
  
Your brother, 
  
Khaksaar 
  
Syed Maulood Ahmed   
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